NOTES:

1. When PCC curb or integral PCC curb and gutter is placed adjacent to Portland cement concrete pavement, construct the joint as per the longitudinal joint sealant detail on detail P-2, sheet 3 of 5. Use approved joint filler to seal. Work to be paid under respective curb and gutter item.

2. The depressed curb dimensions (including 1" lip) on this sheet are for use at entrances only. For curb dimensions at pedestrian connection, see note 3.

3. See detail C-1, sheet 5 for depressing at pedestrian connection.

4. Depress curb flush with pavement or adjacent area at leading edge of triangular islands, tapering back to full height at a slope of 4:1. See C-1, sheet 1 of 2 for typical section of tape at nose of median islands.

5. Depress end of curb runs not part of an Island or median flush with pavement or adjacent area at a slope of 1:2.

6. Install type IV polyurethane-bonded recycled rubber expansion material between the face of curb and edge of PCC pavement.